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1. Introduction

ETIP Ocean is the European Technology and Innovation Platform for Ocean Energy aiming at
promoting ocean energy and supporting its path to industrialisation. In addition to facilitating
knowledge sharing among industry stakeholders, ETIP Ocean supports the coordination of
public and private stakeholders by acting as a bridge to the SET Plan Ocean Energy Working
Group.
The objective of Work Package 5 is to ensure that ETIP Ocean supports the execution of the
SET Plan Implementation Plan for Ocean Energy. This report describes the progress made and
the actions carried out to reach that objective during the first year of the ETIP Ocean 2 project.

2. Progress
The work in Work Package 5 during the first year of the project has been carried out according
to the original plan defined in the Grant Agreement. The plan for the continuation of the
project is in line with what is described in the Grant Agreement. Some of the tasks might need
further defining, because the project (OceanSET) to support the work of the SET Plan Ocean
Energy Working Group was only initiated in March 2019. The person months dedicated for
supporting the OceanSET project were performed under Work Package 5.

3. Actions & results
The tasks (see Annex I for the description) in Work Package 5 include participating in the SET
Plan Implementation Plan Working Group meetings; gathering consolidated sectoral positions
and structured information; responding to consultations; provision of specific advice where
needed; informing the ocean energy sector about the work of SET Plan for Ocean Energy
Working Group and facilitating participation of the sector in individual SET Plan
Implementation Plan actions.
The actions performed under Work Package 5 strengthened the link between ETIP Ocean and
the SET Plan Implementation Plan working group and ensured that the actions within ETIP
Ocean are in line with the work of the Working Group.
The continuous liaison with the OceanSET project enabled efficient information sharing, which
ensured consistency of the efforts in the two projects.
Participating in the wider SET Plan activities gave a good understanding of the progress of the
whole SET Plan. It also allowed for ETIP Ocean to share updates with the wider SET Plan
community and explore synergies with other sectors.
All actions ultimately contribute to achieving the SET Plan targets1 for ocean energy.
A short description of the work performed during 2019 to advance in the tasks is provided in
the table below.

1

10 ct€/kWh by 2030 for tidal and by 2035 for wave energy.
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Related
task
T5.3

Description of action

Outcome

Date

OceanSET project partner calls
every 2 weeks

Continuously

T5.3

Follow-up work for OceanSET –
e.g. review of documents for
quality control and sourcing
information for the project

T5.2
T5.3

Ensuring coordination between
OceanSET and ETIP activities – e.g.
budget figures in SRIA and the
Implementation Plan, presentation
of ETIP work at SET
Plan/OceanSET meetings

T5.1

Hosting and participating in
OceanSET kick-off meeting,
including support with logistics
Webinar for the SET Plan
Implementation Plan working group
on the GVA study (see Annex II for
the webinar report)

Ensured industry remains
an integrated partner in
Ocean SET project and
wider SET Plan
implementation.
High quality documents
and comprehensive
information on the sector
to form appropriate
positions
Improved alignment
between industry and
national/regional
authorities. More
coherent view of sector’s
development + next
steps
Successful meeting, clear
action plan for OceanSET
project
Early engagement with
OceanSET will increase
quality of GVA study and
maximise its impact upon
publication
Successful meeting,
information sharing to
the sector
Optimising sectoral
efforts, information
sharing, work plan for
OceanSET in 2020.
Correction of issue in
previous SET Plan annual
report.
Contacts with other SET
Plan sectors, profileraising, information
sharing
Contacts with other SET
Plan sectors, profileraising, information
sharing
Contacts with other SET
Plan sectors, profileraising, information
sharing

T5.4

T5.3

Support for organisation of
OceanSET event at OEE2019

T5.1

Attendance at SET Plan
Implementation Plan working group
meeting

T5.3

Representing ocean energy at
Workshop on SET-Plan operation

T5.3

Participation at SET Plan
Conference in Bucharest

T5.3

Participation at SET Plan
Conference in Helsinki

Continuously

Continuously

19-20 March
2019
9 July 2019

September
2019
30 Sept 2019

11 June
2019
12-13 June
2019
14-15 Nov
2019
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Annex I: Task description
Task

Title

WP5

Support to the SET Plan Ocean Energy Implementation plan

T5.1

Participation at SET Plan Ocean Energy Working Group meetings

T5.2

Inform the sector about the work of the SET Plan WG for Ocean Energy to facilitate publicprivate cooperation
Gather consolidated sectoral positions and structured information and respond to the
consultations, provision of specific advice where needed
Gather feedback from the SET Plan Working Group and Member States on the work of WP2,
3, 4, 6 & 7 for the SRIA update and for the preparation of Strategic Roadmap

T5.3
T5.4
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Annex II: Webinar report
The SET Plan Implementation Plan working group was consulted on the GVA study
methodology. The ‘Gross Value Added’ analysis will assess the economic impact of the ocean
energy sector in Europe, based on growth scenarios. ETIP Ocean consortium wanted to make
sure that the working group has the chance to input into the study.
The consultation was a done via a webinar. During the webinar, the study methodology was
presented to the working group by University of Edinburgh.
Webinar content
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of the GVA study
Deployment Modelling
Geographical Scope
Leakage
Intended Results

The webinar recording can be found here: https://www.etipocean.eu/events/eurocentric-gvastudy-detailed-approach-for-consultation/
The presentation slides can be found here: https://www.etipocean.eu/assets/Uploads/GVAStudy-Approach-For-Consultation.pdf
Date and time
9th of July 2019
10 am to 11 am CEST
Presenters and registrants
Chair:
Presenter:

Donagh Cagney, OEE
Charlotte Cochrane, University of Edinburgh

Number of registrants: 8
Registrants
Yann-Hervé
Gordon
Silvia
Irene
Maria
Declan
Luisa
Ana

De Roeck
Patterson
Martin
MacKay
Olsson
Meally
Revilla
Andrade
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